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Abstract: Deep bite is one of the most common malocclusions. Traditional techniques correcting overbite features in all malocclusions
have been known to be quite complicated, and challenging to orthodontists. The aim of current study was to present a combined
approach for management of deep bite adult patients including fixed appliances and myofunctional Trainer for Braces appliance.
Materials and methods: The current study included 28 patients (18- 52 y.). Full orthodontic analyses, including diagnostic radiology,
photo documentation and impressions of every patient were before and after the treatment. Inclusion criteria for the study were: Class I
and Class II malocclusions (dental and/or skeletal), deep overbite with overlap in incisors> 30%, completed skeletal growth (>18years),
malocclusion requiring fixed techniques, oral muscles’ hyperactivity. Patients were grouped – Group 1- patients treated only with fixed
mechanics and Group 2 - patients treated with fixed mechanics and Trainer for Braces. Results showed no significant skeletal changes.
The achieved overbite correction was due to dentoalveolar changes (incisor inclination, upper to lower incisor relationship, Curve of
Spee). The treatment time was reduced due to the combined approach of fixed and myofunctional appliances for treatment of deep bite
in adults.
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1. Introduction
Deep bite is one of the most
common malocclusions after
crowding. [1] It can be
observed as an isolated
problem or in a combination
with other malocclusions
Overbite
(TMJ). [2] Deep overbite is a
complex orthodontic problem
which can affect a single
tooth, the entire dentition,
alveolar bones, maxillary and
mandibular basal bones and Figure 1: Overbite
soft facial tissues. The
management of this problem depends on the diagnostic
analysis, treatment plan and the choice of treatment
appliances. The norm is considered as 2-3mm overbite or
30% (1/3) of the height of the clinical crown of the
mandibular incisors (Fig. 1).[2]
Some authors reported undesirable consequences of deep
occlusion when it remains untreated, such as increasing
crowding of the lower front teeth, flaring of upper front
teeth, associated periodontal and temporo-mandibular joint
problems [3,4]
Orthodontic literature has described various approaches for
overbite correction. Some approaches used bite plates, fixed
techniques with Utility arch, V- bends, fabricated loops,
helices and springs made of stainless steel wires to create
the bite-opening force system [5-10]. Other ones used
functional appliances (Bionator [11,12], Twinblock [13],
Fränkel [14,15], Harvold’s activator [14], Herbst [15,16],
with and without headgears [13,14], mini implants and
other,
while severe skeletal cases were managed with

surgical approaches. [3, 17-20] All of these methods result
in bite lifting, but it is disputable which of these are more
effective and long-term stable.
For treatment of deep occlusion a lot of functional devices
have been developed, causing skeletal and dento-alveolar
changes. [11-16] The skeletal effects of these appliances are
expressed in remodeling and relocation of the glenoid fossa
[15,21], accelerated and amplified condylar growth [22,23]
and neuromuscular adaptation. [24-26]
In 1989 Myofunctional Research Co, Australia developed a
new concept of functional appliances called Trainer system
(Myobrace®). The system consists of polyurethane
manufactured appliances for correction of various
malocclusions at an early age by acting on the muscular
dysfunction and repositioning the mandible. [27]
The main advantage of these myofunctional appliances to
fixed technique is their orthopedic effect, enabling early
correction of the dentoalveolar and skeletal malocclusions.
[12]
Clinical experience shows frequent need for treatment with
fixed appliances as well as with functional appliances. If
used them both successively, the period of active
orthodontic treatment would be prolonged. As a result,
patients become impatient and non-cooperative.
The above mentioned gives us a reason to offer a more
complex treatment plan including treatment not only of the
visible malocclusions but also the causes for them, reduced
treatment period, combination of different appliances for
more stable and long-term results. It is necessary to pay
attention to the muscles, position of the tongue, breathing
problems, TMJ problems because they are regarded as main
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factors for relapse.

establish the presence / absence of relapse.

The need for combining fixed appliances with
myofunctional ones for treatment of complex cases with
deep bite leads to creating a new concept in the treatment of
deep occlusion.

Statistical methods

Trainer for Braces (T4B) of
Myofunctional
Research
Co, Australia, is an
appliance designed to help
the treatment of soft tissues,
incorrect positioning of the
tongue
and
potential
problems in the TMJ (Fig.
2). The appliance is
Figure 2: T4BTM appliance
designed for combined use
with fixed appliances. T4B has special channels for the
brackets and buccal cannulas of the bands. It is a further
advantage by which the soft tissues are protected from an
injury. It`s myofunctional nature supports the correction of
dental Class II while lifting the occlusion. T4B TM is also
used for treatment of patients with accompanying soft tissue
dysfunction [27-29].

Data were entered and processed with statistical package
IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0. For level of significance,
rejecting the null hypothesis, was accepted p <0.05.
The following methods were applied:

Functional appliances are a choice of treatment in patients
with skeletal deficit, insufficient mandibular growth or
transversal development [22]. However, the effectiveness of
these devices is still a controversial issue. One of the
criticisms in the investigation of these devices is to what
extent the achieved treatment results are directly influenced
by the functional appliance and to what by the natural
development.

1. Descriptive analysis –the frequency distribution of the
studied parameters, divided into groups and presented in
tables.
2. Variation analysis - evaluation of the characteristics of
central tendency and statistical dispersion.
3. Graphic analysis – visualization of the results obtained.
4. Alternative analysis - a comparison of the relative
proportions.
5. Fisher's exact test and test χ2 - to verify the hypothesis
of a correlation between categorical variables.
6. Nonparametric test of Shapiro-Wilk - to check the
distribution of normality.
7. Student T-test – to verify the hypothesis of difference
between two independent samples.
8. Nonparametric test of Mann-Whitney - to verify the
hypothesis of difference between two independent
samples.
9. Student T-test – to verify the hypothesis of difference
between two dependent samples.
10. Nonparametric test of Wilcoxon - testing of
hypotheses for difference between two dependent
samples.
11. Nonparametric test homogeneity border (marginal
homogeneity) - to check the hypotheses of difference
between two dependent samples.

2. Aim

4. Results

To present a combined approach for management of deep
bite in adult patients including fixed appliances and
myofunctional Trainer for Braces appliance.

The current study included 28 patients aged from 18 to 52
years (mean age 27, 218, 39). Of these, 14 (50%) were
men and 14 (50%) were women. The age group with the
highest number (7) in men was 20-29 years, followed by 1019 with 4, while the smallest one (3) was 30-39 years age
group. There were no men in the groups of 40-49 and 50-59
years. Among women with the highest number (9) was the
20-29 years age group, followed by 30-39 with 2, and the
other age groups had only 1 woman in each – 10-19, 40-49
and 50-59 years ( Fig. 3).
Men

Women

Age groups

The current study included 28 patients from 18 to 52 years
of age. Full orthodontic analyses, including diagnostic
radiology (panoramic radiography, profile cephalometric
radiography), photo documentation (intra- and extra-oral)
and both jaws impression of every patient were made before
the treatment. Inclusion criteria for the study were: Class I
and Class II malocclusions (dental and/or skeletal), deep
overbite with overlap in incisors> 30%, completed skeletal
growth (>18years), malocclusion which requires treatment
with fixed appliances, established hyperactivity of
masticatory musculature. For results comparison, patients
were grouped into 2 groups depending on the used treatment
protocol. Group 1 - patients treated only with fixed
mechanics; Group 2 - patients treated with fixed mechanics
and Trainer for Braces (T4BTM group). Treatments were
carried out by a specialist orthodontist in the period between
1999 and 2015. After the treatments a comparative
orthodontic analyses for changes establishment were made.
All the patients were called one year after the treatment to

Age groups

3. Materials and Methods

Number
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Figure 3: Distribution of patients by gender and age.
Distribution by gender, age, treatment duration
Table 1 shows that the two studied samples were
statistically uniform by gender and age.
Most of the patients (46.4%) were treated with braces in
both jaws, combined with Trainer for BracesTM (T4BTM),
followed by a group treated with braces only (control group)
-32.1%, and the smallest group of patients (21.4%) was
treated with braces in the upper jaw and T4B TM (Fig. 4).
Table 1: Comparative analysis of the two studied groups by
gender and age
Indicator

Control group (n=9)
SD

X

27,33
n
4
5

Age (years)
Gender
Men
Women

8,96
%
44,4
55,6

T4BTM (n=19)
SD

X

27,16
n
10
9

8,37
%
52,6
47,4

Figure 4: Frequency distribution of studied patients on the
treatment methods.
Changes in SNA, SNB, ANB, I/ANS-PNS, I/F, I/SN, I/i,
i/M, M/SN, M/F, M/ANS-PNS, M/Occ angles - treated
versus control group
Table 2 shows that:
• In SNA (81 ± 3○) no significant dynamics in both study
groups was observed, but in T4BTM group the number of
patients with normal angle value has increased by 4, while
in the control group there was no change. There was a
statistically significant difference only at the beginning, as
T4BTM patients had significantly more cases with abnormal
values of this angle. After treatment, their number decreased
by 60% and the difference became insignificant.
○

• In I/ANS-PNS (112 ± 3○) a significant dynamics was
found only in the T4BTM group. The patients with angels
below the normal values were reduced by 8, in 2 other
normal values were achieved, and in 6 values above the
norm were observed. There was no statistically significant
difference between the groups either at the beginning or at
the end of the treatment, in none of the categories of
interest;
• In I/F (107 ± 2○) a significant dynamics was observed only
in the T4BTM group. The patients with values below the
norm were reduced by 7, and those with values above the
norm has increased by 8, one of which had normal value of
the angle before the treatment. There was no statistically
significant difference between the both groups either at the
beginning or at the end of treatment, in none of the
categories of interest;
• In I/SN (102 ± 2○) a significant dynamics was found in the
T4BTM group. The patients with values below the norm were
reduced by 5 people, and those having values above the
norm has increased by 6, one of which was initially with
normal value of this angle. There was a reduction of patients
with normal values of the angle in both groups, bigger in the
T4BTM group. Both study groups had a statistically
significant difference only at the beginning, as patients with
T4BTM were having more cases with values of the angle
below the norm. After the treatment their number was
reduced by 30% and the difference became insignificant;
• In I/i (129 ± 2○) a significant dynamics was observed
only in the T4BTM group. Patients with values below the
norm increased by 8 people, those with normal values were
reduced from 2 to 0, and those with excessive values were
reduced by 6. Both study groups had a statistically
significant difference only at the beginning, as patients
treated with T4BTM had significantly more cases with values
below and above the norm. After the treatment the
difference in both categories became insignificant;
Table 2: Comparative analysis of the angles’ dynamics by time
and study groups
A
n
g
l
e
SNA
SNB

• In SNB (78 ± 3 ) no significant dynamics in both study
groups was observed, but in the T4B TM group the number of
patients with normal angle value has increased by 1, while
no change was observed in the control group. There was a
statistically significant difference between the groups at the
beginning and at the end of treatment, as patients treated
with T4BTM had significantly more cases with abnormal
values of this angle. After the treatment, their number has
decreased by 1, but the difference remained significant;

• In ANB (0-4) no significant dynamics in both groups was
established, but in the T4BTM group, the number of patients
has decreased by 2, while in the control group - by 3. There
was no statistically significant difference between the
studied groups either at the beginning or at the end of
treatment, in respect of both
categories;

Beginning
↓

End
↑

Norm

N % n

%

↓
%

↑

n %

n %

%

3 33,3 6 66,7

0

0

3 33,3

6 66,7 0 0,0

6 31,6 8 42,1

5 26,3

5 26,3

1
0,31
63,2 210,5
2
7

3 33,3 6 66,7

0

3 33,3

6 66,7 0 0,0
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ANB (0-4)
I/ANS-PNS
I/F
I/SN

7 36,8 6 31,6

6 31,6

7 36,8

7 36,8 526,3

0,65
5

3 33,3 5 55,6

1 11,1

4 44,4

2 22,2 333,3

0,56
4

6 31,6 5 26,3

8 42,1

8 42,1

3 15,8 842,1

0,48
0

5 55,6 1 11,1

3 33,3

5 55,6

2 22,2 222,2

0,78
3

1

5,3

6 31,6

6 31,6 736,8

0,00
6

2 22,2 2 22,2

5 55,6

2 22,2

3 33,3 444,4

0,78
2

11 57,9 4 21,1

4 21,1

4 21,1

3 15,8 1263,2

0,00
4

3 33,3 2 22,2

4 44,4

6 66,7

1 11,1 222,2

0,19
7

14 73,7 3 15,8

2 10,5

9 47,4

2 10,5

842,1

0,02
8

6 66,7 1 11,1

2 22,2

5 55,6

0

0

444,4

0,40
5

5 26,3 2 10,5

1
63,2 13 68,4
2

0

0

631,6

0,01
6

0 0,0 2 22,2

7 77,8

1 11,1

3 33,3

555,6

0,18
0

4 21,1 7 36,8

8 42,1

1

5,3

5 26,3

1
0,01
68,4
3
1

5 55,6 1 11,1

3 33,3

4 44,4

2 22,2

333,3

0,31
7

6 31,6 12 63,2

1 5,3

631,6

0,65
5

0

5 55,6

0

0

0,31
7

14 73,7 4 21,1

I/i
i/M
M/SN

13 68,4 0

0

M/F

5 55,6 4 44,4
14 73,7 5 26,3

M/ANSPNS

5 55,6 1 11,1
14 73,7 2 10,5

M/Occ

5 55,6 2 22,2
16 84,2 3 15,8

*Legend:

Control
Group

0

4 44,4

6 31,6

0

0

0,31
7

5 55,6

1 11,1

333,3

1,00
0

3 15,8 13 68,4

2 10,5

421,1

0,15
7

5 55,6

2 22,2

1,00
222,2
0

0 16 84,2

1 5,3

210,5

0

0 13 68,4

3 33,3

2 22,2
0

T4BTM group

0,41
4

Statistically
significant result

• In i/M (93 ± 3○) a significant dynamics in the T4BTM
group was established. Patients with values below the norm
were reduced by 3, and those with values above the norm
were increased by 5, as two of them were initially with
normal value of the angle. In the control group there was an
increase in the patients with normal value (by 1), while in
the group treated with T4BTM – a decrease by 2. There was a
statistically significant difference only at the beginning, as
patients treated with T4BTM had more cases with values of
the angle below the norm. After the treatment the difference
became insignificant;

• In M/SN (32 ± 2○) and M/F (31 ± 8○) there was no
significant dynamics in both study groups, although in both
groups the number of patients with normal values was
increased by 1 and those with values below the norm were
also reduced by 1. The both study groups did not differ
significantly either at the beginning or at the end of the
treatment, in none of the categories of interest;
• In M/ANS-PNS (25 ± 3○) and M/Occ (18 ± 2○) there was
no significant dynamics in both study groups, although in
М/Оcc the number of patients with normal values in the
group treated with T4BTM was reduced from 3 to 1, while in
the control group in both angles there was no change. The
both study groups did not differ significantly either at the
beginning or at the end of the treatment, in none of the
categories of interest.
Skeletal Class changes (according to ANB and Witt)
The results shown on Table 3 indicate that:
• According to ANB angle there was no significant
dynamics in both study groups, but in the T4B TM group the
number of patients Skeletal Class I increased by 2, while in
the control group decreased by 2. Both study groups differed
significantly only at the beginning, as patients with T4B TM
had more cases with Skeletal Class II relationship. After
treatment their number decreased with 1/3 and the
difference became insignificant;
Table 3: Comparative analysis of angles’ dynamics by time
and study groups
Beginning
Ang Class Class II Class
I
III
le
n % n
% n %
AN 7 77, 1 11,1 1 11
8
,
B
1
9 47, 9 47,4 1 5,
4
3
Wit 1 11, 8 88,9 0 0
1
t
2 10, 1 73,7 3 1
5 4
5
,
8
*Legend
:

Control Group

Class I
n %
5 55,6

End
Class II
n %
3 33,3

1 57,9 6 31,6
1
0
0 8 88,9
4

21,1 1 68,4
3

T4BTM
group

Class
III
n %
1 11,
1

0,15
7

2 10, 0,73
5
9
1 11,1 0,31
7
2 10,5 0,25
7

Statistically significant
result

• There was no significant dynamics in Witt value in both
study groups, although in the T4BTM group the number of
patients with Skeletal Class I increased by 2, while in the
control group decreased by 1. Both study groups differed
significantly at the end of the treatment, as patients with
T4BTM had significantly more cases with Skeletal Class I.
Average treatment time
Table 4 shows that average time for treatment of the Control
group was about 9 months longer than that the T4B TM
group.
Average time of wearing T4BTM appliances was 18,68±7,86
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months in the range of 4 to 27 months.

Overbite

Table 4: Comparative analysis of treatment time in both
study groups
Indicator

Control
group
(n=9)

Treatment
time

Group with T4BTM
(n=19)

X

SD

X

SD

31,56

9,14

22,29

7,86

P

0,010

Changes in overjet, curve of Spee, clinical crown height
(lower incisors) and overbite (mm and %)
Table 5 shows that:
 The overjet, at the end of the treatment, decreased with a
higher absolute value in the control group, but there was
no significant difference between both groups;
 There was no statistically significant difference in the
curve of Spee between both groups before the treatment.
At the end of the treatment there was such a difference
and also a statistically significant change in the average
values for this indicator. Average value was significantly
lower in the T4BTM group, although the absolute value of
the change was higher.
 There was a statistically significant difference in Overbite
between both groups before the treatment as well as in
their average values for change of the indicator, but there
was not any at the end of treatment. The average value for
Overbite was significantly higher before the beginning of
the treatment in the T4BTM group, as well as the absolute
average value for the change. There is a statistically
significant decrease of Overbite at the end of the
treatment in the T4BTM group.
 There was a statistically significant difference in the
percentage of overbite between both groups before the
treatment, and in the average values for Overbite change,
but at the end of the treatment there was not any
difference. The average value of Overbite before
treatment was significantly higher, as well as the absolute
value for Overbite change in the T4BTM group. In this
group there was statistically significant decrease in the
Overbite.
 The only significant difference in Clinical Crown Height
(CCH) was between the average values at the beginning
and at the end of treatment in the T4B TM group. At the end
of the treatment the average value was significantly
higher.
Table 5: Comparative analysis of the Overjet, curve of
Spee, Overbite (mm and %) in both study groups
Indicator

Overjet

Curve
of Spee

Beginning

n

X

SD

9

3,84 1,51

19

Р

End

X

SD

3,22 1,38 0,285

-0,62

1,63

2,89 1,54

2,74 1,50 0,868

-0,15

1,86

9

3,03 0,99

3,27 0,80 0,589

0,23

1,24

19

3,04 1,16

2,26 0,70 0,005

-0,77

1,07

X

SD

End/
Beginnig

CCH

Overbite
(%)

9

4,14 1,23

4,38 1,00 0,342

0,23

0,69

19

6,81 2,70

3,90 0,95 <0,001 -2,91

2,64

9

8,59 0,80

9,04 0,93 0,145

0,46

0,85

19

8,15 1,21

8,56 1,32 0,009

0,41

0,60

9

47,92 11,95 48,38 9,73 0,817

0,46

5,80

19 83,65 29,96 45,87 10,09 <0,001

*Legend:

T4BTM
group

Control Group

-37,78 30,07

Statistically significant
result

Table 6 shows that:
 There was no significant difference in Overjet between
study groups at any of the examined categories;
 There was a significant difference in curve of Spee in
categories “Decrease” and “Increase”. The T4BTM group
was with significant higher share of “Decrease”, and the
control group – in category “Increase”.
Table 6: Comparative analysis of dynamics of the Overjet
and curve of Spee by study groups
Indicato
r

Overjet
↓

Group
n

Curve of Spee
↑

No
change
%

n

%

n

↓

%

n

↑

No
change
%

n %

n

Control 6 66,7 0 0

3 33,
3

3 33,
3

1 11,1

5 55,6

T4BTM 10 52,6 2 10,5

7 36, 15 78,
8
9

1 5,3

3 15,8

T4BTM
group

*Legend
Control Group
:

Statistically significant
result

Table 7: Comparative analysis of dynamics of curve of Spee by
study groups
Indica
tor

Beginning
↓

Curve
of
Spee

↑

Norm

n %

n

%

End

n

↓
%

n%

Norm
n

%

P
↑
n %

0

0 5 55,6 4 44,4 0 0 5 55,6

4 44,4 1,000

0

0 12 63,2 7 36,8 0 0 16 84,2

3 15,8 0,046

*Legend
:

Control
Group

TM

T4B
group

Statistically significant
result

Table 7 shows that:
 In curve of Spee was established a significant dynamics
only in the T4BTM group. The patients with values above
the norm were reduced by 4, as they achieved normal
values;
 Both study groups did not differ statistically significant
either at the beginning or at the end of treatment, in none
of the categories of interest;
Case report
27-year old patient referred to our clinic with main
complaint of TMJ problems, bruxing and non-esthetic smile.
(Fig.5) An orthodontic analysis was made based on plaster
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models, photos and x-ray diagnostics. The treatment plan
included full orthodontic treatment including a fixed
appliance in the upper and in the lower arch for levelling
and alignment of the teeth (Fig. 6).

Figure 7: The patients after the removal of fixed appliance.
Fixed retainers were used in both jaws for retention.

The patient was satisfied with the combined orthodontic
treatment, the facial esthetics was improved and the TMJ
problems – resolved. (Fig. 8)

Figure 8: Patient smile before and after the orthodontic
treatment.

5.

Figure 5: S.P., 27y, Photos presenting the beginning of the
treatment.

Figure 6: Stage of treatment with fixed appliance
In addition a myofunctional T4BTM appliance was placed 6
month after the beginning of the treatment with the aim of
muscle hyperactivity correction, relieving of TMJ symptoms
and long-term stability achievement. The T4BTM appliance
was placed after achieving the levelling of upper frontal
teeth, buccal inclination of upper central incisors and
shaping of correct upper dental arch.
The total treatment duration was 23 month. At the end of the
treatment the overlap was reduced to 46% or totally jumped
by 93,78% (140,45% overbite at the beginning) (Fig.7)

Discussion

Contemporary orthodontics with fixed appliances can align
the teeth and can reshape the dental arch within certain
limits, but cannot change the functions of tongue, lips and
cheeks. The mechanical principles underlying bite opening
techniques have been well-established and appreciated in
literature [5,30,31].
Dake and Sinclair [9] reported that intrusions and extrusions
achieved by both Ricketts and modified Tweed techniques
remained stable. Hans et al. [32] compared the efficiency of
the headgear and bionator with fixed appliances in bite
opening and found that both approaches produced incisor
intrusion combined with skeletal mandibular changes that
contributed to the correction of deep overbites. Sander et al.
[30] described intrusion mechanics completed with NiTi
uprighting springs with low load / deflection rates that could
intrude incisors a magnitude of 7mm.
Davidovitch and Rebellato [8] described an intrusion
archwire that uses only tip back bends close to molars, to
achieve bite opening. Nanda has also described appliance
systems and biomechanical techniques for incisor intrusion.
Melsen et al. [33] compared force systems generated by
stainless steel and beta titanium cantilevers with helices and
have demonstrated that quality of the wire influences the
relative stiffness. They showed how various laboratory wire
configurations could deliver predetermined horizontal and
vertical forces.
According to H. Brown Otopalik there are a lot of
successfully treated patients with deep bite, but all the
retention and stability are quite questionable. According to
him, the muscle factor, the tongue position, and the function
play an important role and can lead to a change or even
recovery of the primary malocclusion. This is what
determines the necessity for combined treatment including
fixed mechanics and myofunctional appliances.
The choice for combined approach for treatment of deep
bite we can base on the “Functional matrix theory” by Moss
(1960).[34] According to it the change of muscle forces,
applied to the dentition, can lead to secondary expansion as
craniofacial complex is also changing in a result of changes
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in the functions. This happens despite of genetic factors. In
this sense the Functional matrix theory determines the
mechanic expansion of the dentition as a non-stable result.

function, multipoint contact and properly distributed
functional forces.

6. Conclusion
Functional appliances affect the function of orofacial
complex for achievement of muscle balance. The main
disadvantage of myofunctional appliances is their limited
potential for affecting the malposition of single teeth which
requires including a fixed mechanics in the treatment plan,
as well as a retention period between the both stages. This
way the treatment becomes too long which makes the
patients not motivated.
The current study established that a significantly shorter
treatment period is needed when a combined approach of
fixed and myofunctional appliances is used for treatment of
deep bite in adults. Thus the treatment protocol becomes
more effective and the chair-time is reduced.
Most of the above mentioned measurements have been
based on growing patients. In those cases the possibilities
for orthodontic tooth movement and skeletal changes were
greater. That concerned also the stability of the achieved
results due to the different intensity of biological processes,
cell methabolism and regenerative possibilities in growing
and non-growing patients.
In the treatment of deep bite in non-growing patient, can be
considered options for camouflage treatment, surgical
correction as well as the risks of compromising the results,
which should be taken into account. [35]
The results showed there were no vertical skeletal changes
in both studied groups, which proves the study authenticity,
because it was provided in group of non-growing patients.
In both groups the achieved overbite correction was due to
changes in the incisor inclination and upper to lower incisor
relationship, i.e. dento-alveolar changes.
The study showed there was no sagittal skeletal changes in
the lower jaw. In the upper jaw, A. point (SNA angle) was
reduced in the group where the T4BTM was used. This was
observed in 100% in Class II/1 malocclusion patients and in
50% in Class II/2 malocclusion patients and can be related
to the buccal inclination of upper front teeth.
In the group treated with T4BTM the studied values became
closer to the norm. The dentoalveolar correction of deep bite
was achieved by the change of different parameters as
torque, Curve of Spee, tip of the teeth.
In the T4BTM construction a buccal inclination of lower
front teeth and even hypercorrection is set, which can be
observed in the achieved results.
In 83,3% of Class II/2 patients and in 66,7% of Class II/1
patients there was a buccal inclination and even
hypercorrection of upper front teeth. Thus the combined
approach using fixed appliance and T4B TM is more
appropriate in patients with Deckbis (Class II/2)
malocclusion where a buccal inclination of upper front teeth
is needed.
T4BTM levels the Curve of Spee and create more favorable

Traditional techniques correcting overbite features in all
malocclusions have been known to be quite complicated,
and challenging to orthodontists. Strong mechanical
background, sophisticated appliance designs, diligent
patient’s cooperation and multiple adjustment visits over a
long treatment time are crucial elements for successful
treatment prognosis of this dentoalveolar deformity.
This article describes a simple, effective and clinically
applicable alternative bite opening method using
combination of myofunctional appliances and fixed
technique.
This approach can be performed during the regular
orthodontic adjustment visits, without the need for costly
and time-consuming prefabricated appliances or laboratory
works. Future research is needed to quantify the amount of
dental and skeletal changes elicited by this technique and
compare its efficiency with other conventional bite opening
modalities.
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